TOWN OF LA CROSSE
49th TERRACE TRAIL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
ADDENDUM #3
Date:

June 9, 2022

Project:

49th Terrace Trail Improvement Project

Contact:

Town of La Crosse
Dianne Dubberly, Mayor
20613 North State Road 121
La Crosse Florida, 32658

Owner:

Town of La Crosse

To:

Prospective Bidders

Due to the significant number of questions, we are receiving concerning the bid, the deadline
for submission of bids has been extended until Tuesday, July 12, 2022. Bids will be due 2:00
P.M. on Tuesday, July 12, 2022. The bids will be opened at the Town Council meeting at 6:00
PM July 12, 2022.
This addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original RFP
Documents
This Addendum consists of two (2) pages.
Questions:
1.
I am aware this is a lump sum job however there are quantities provided requesting unit
prices. There are a few areas that the quantities provided do not appear to be accurate. The
guiderail, sod and seed and mulch and sidewalk are a couple. There is no line item for turbidity
barrier also. How should we apply quantities to these items.
RESPONSE: Item 27 has been added to the bid sheet “Miscellaneous Costs”
please place the cost of any items not included in the other items on the bid form
in this bid item. A copy of the revised bid sheet has been included as an attachment
to this addendum.
2.
The benches for this project have a note that states the owner will select them and the
selected contractor will acquire and install them. Could we get the type and style of bench so that
we can apply an accurate cost for this item?
RESPONSE: The Owner has set an allowance amount of $1,250/bench. This includes the
cost of the acquisition of each bench times three (3) benches. So, an allowance of $3,750.00
for the acquisition of the three benches should be included in the bid. The cost of the
installation of the three benches should also be included as a separate item in the bid.

3.
We also need to have a location of electrical and water for the landscaping portion so the
price to connect to these sources can be determined.
RESPONSE: There is no water or electric located in close proximity to the portion
of 49th Terrace where the work will be carried out. The finished facility does not
require water for irrigation or electrical power. The contractor shall use a
watering truck to maintain the new vegetation for the length of time specified in
the plans and specifications. Additionally, the contractor will need to use portable
electrical generators to power their equipment during construction.
4.

Can Biodegradable netting be utilized under the sod?
RESPONSE: Yes, if it is a truly biodegradable, organic/Jute type of netting
product and not plastic mesh. Bidders will need to include the netting in their
landscape submittal in the future, for review and approval.

5.
I was looking through the qualifications for this project and didn’t see any specifications
for FDOT certification. With the project tying into SR121.
RESPONSE: DOT has stated “Since there is only a perpendicular connection to
the sidewalk on the backside of our right of way, no permit is required”. See Email from Adam Doyle dated Friday, February 14, 2020 included as an
attachment with this addendum.
6.
Can we close 49th Terrace to thru traffic for the duration of the project. We can work
around the one residence at 202 Street. This should help move the project along quicker and
safely.
RESPONSE: As long as continuous access to the residence located along 49th
Terrace is maintained throughout the construction of the project, the road can
be closed toother traffic during the construction period.

